beCuriou presents:

Unique resort by The Indian Ocean

HIGHLIGHTS

Beach lovers

Romantic

Location

WHITE

•

PEARL'"

MOZAMBIQUE

THE PEARL OF THE INDIAN OCEAN
White Pearl Resorts, Ponta Mamoli, offers the ultimate
in beach luxury in Africa. Experience elegant
simplicity at this exclusive beach resort set in the
dunes of the untouched shores of southern
Mozambique. On a magnificent stretch of coastline,
tucked behind Casuarina trees, experience a place so
beautiful and so pure, quite unlike any other in all of
Mozambique.

LAID-BACK LUXURY
đƫƫ6 PRIME BEACH POOL SUITES
A private beach at your doorstep. These suites
are located on the beachfront with direct
access to the beach. All suites are ocean-facing
with a spectacular view, private plunge pool, air
conditioning, private deck and outdoor shower.
đƫƫ 15 SPECTACULAR POOL SUITES
A room with a view. These suites are all
ocean-facing with panoramic ocean views,
private plunge pool, air conditioning, private
deck and outdoor shower.
đƫ EXQUISITE GUEST AREAS
Our guest areas have been designed for
comfort, relaxation and beachside romance –
making the most of the magnificent views.
From fine dining in the White Pearl Restaurant
to sipping signature cocktails in the glamorous
Ibiza-style Beach Bar, there are a number of
interesting spaces to suit your mood.

AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE
It’s all about experiences in this gorgeous unspoilt
paradise. Guests can expect a truly unique and
unforgettable voyage filled with the ultimate in
leisure, recreation and adventure. Experience the
taste of Mozambique through authentic cuisine with a
signature White Pearl touch. Relax, recharge and
unwind with a variety of spa treatments. Discover a
world of adventure with Pinnacle Reef diving, ocean
safaris, horse riding and more. The sheltered bay is
home to a myriad of sea creatures from the resident
dolphins and migrating humpback whales to the
endangered turtles who return each year to lay their
eggs on these protected shores.

BUSH & BEACH
Enjoy a game drive in the morning and
lunch on the beach...
The proximity and easy access of White
Pearl Resorts to world-renowned safari
lodges in the Kruger National Park and
KwaZulu-Natal, affords guests the
unique opportunity to experience the
best of the South African bushveld and
the magic of the White Pearl beaches in
one unforgettable trip. We can create
exclusive bush-and-beach packages,
combining stays between any of the top
luxury bush destinations and White Pearl

GETTING THERE

Resorts. Existing packages include

đƫƫSKY TRANSFER

Thanda Safari Lodge and Phinda Private

Fly over remote dune bush and beautiful coastal scenery.

Game Reserve.

Route:
đ Maputo International Airport

White Pearl Resorts

đ Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport

White Pearl Resorts

đ Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport

Kosi Bay Airstrip (TBA)

đƫƫ ROAD TRANSFER
Road transfers are available from Kosi Bay Border to White Pearl Resorts.
The journey from Kosi Bay Border to the resort takes approximately 1 hour.
đƫ SELF DRIVE
Drive through striking panoramas and remote villages directly to White Pearl
Resorts, via Kosi Bay Border.
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WHY CHOOSE US

Tailor-Made Services

Diverse Travel Expertise

Competitive Prices

